NUROVERS
NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY
UNITED KINGDOM
NEW ENTRANTS
FIRST YEAR PARTICIPATING

ROV: GRU+STUART

4066 MILES
DISTANCE TO TENNESSEE

17.1 KG
WEIGHT IN AIR

64 CM
MAX DIAMETER

APPROX.
2000+
STUDENT HOURS

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER CEO
JUNWEI FAN

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER CTO
EDWARD LAND

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER CFO
ALEX WILLIS

CHIEF HUMAN RESOURCE OFFICER CHRO
JOSEPH GURMAN

MENTORS
DR MARYAM HAROUTUNIAN
JOSEPH SCOTT
CHRIS HEMINGWAY
CHANYOUNG KANG

MARINE CHIEF
LOUIS TAN

MECHANICAL CHIEF
ROHAN CHANDRATRE

MECHANICAL DEPUTY CHIEF
CHRISTIAN VIEIRA

SYSTEMS CHIEF
KACPER FLORIANSKI

SYSTEMS DEPUTY CHIEF
HELEN BRIDGLAND

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS DIVISION
PAMENAS SENJANGA
MATTHEW BUNTING

MARINE DIVISION
JAMES MOORE
MARGARITA KOUROUNIOTI
DARYL CHAN
KIRSTEN SHOESMITH
LEONARDOOS VLAMIS
HUANG KYAW SET

SYSTEMS DIVISION
ANTOINE PETTY
MARK HAZELL
PAWEL CZAPLEWSKI
ADAM FOY
JANE LEE
MACIEJ KALINOWSKI

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
ALADDINE BOUSSAKTA
ALBRIGHT TSHISEKEDI
NATHAN TSIBUYI
SAMUEL HARTLEY
AMIR MOHAMMADIKARBALAEI
EBENEZER HOYA
DAVID LEUNG

* ALL MEMBERS EXCLUDING MENTORS ARE IN YEARS 1-4 OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION